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TAYLOR MEETS CONCORDIA 
THIS AFTERNOON THE ECHO STAFF ELECTIONS WILL BE COMING SOON 
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L. Sale-Harrison 
Leads Bible 
No. XIII 
Study 
Australian Scholar Is 
Lecturer on Prophecy 
RELATION OF MODERN WORLD 
TO SCRIPTURE IS STRESSED 
The faculty, students and friends 
were priviledged to sit under the 
teaching of L. Sale-Harrison, noted 
authority and lecturer on scriptural 
prophecy, from Tuesday until Friday 
of last week. He addressed the Tay­
lor group at the chapel hour and 
also at the 6:45 hour every day. Mr. 
Sale-Harrison, a native of Australia, 
is an archeologist and has gained 
first-hand information about world 
affairs while traveling through many 
countries of the world, especially 
Palestine. He is the author of "The 
Remarkable Jew", "Palestine, God's 
Monument of Prophecy". "The 
Great Northern Confederacy", and 
several other well-known books on 
prophecy. 
Dr. Sale-Harrison introduced his 
messages here to the student group 
in the Tuesday morning chapel ser­
vice on the subject of "The Remark­
able Jew, God's Great Timepiece." 
I he message was laid in brilliant 
mannor upon the foundation of a 
number of Bible references in the 
books of Genesis and Deuteronomy. 
The significance of the fact that 
there is no country in which the Jew 
is not found was pointed out in the 
dispersion of this people. 
The fact was emphasized that the 
Jews were scattered because Gor, 
said that it should be so and the sin 
of turning against the Word of God 
in any detail was pointed out in a 
most striking and significant manner. 
In his second chapel address Dr. 
Harrison continued to enlarge upon 
the factors brought out in his previous 
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 2) 
STUDENTS, FACULTY 
TAKE ACTIVE PART 
IN M. E. CONFERENCE 
Both members of the faculty and 
of the student body of Taylor Uni­
versity have been taking an active 
part in the ninety-second session of 
the North Indiana Conference of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church 
which has been in session since Mon­
day, April twenty-ninth, and will 
close on Monday May sixth. 
Professor George Fenstermacher 
spoke over radio station WO WO 
Monday morning at seven o'clock as 
a representative of the Layman's 
Association on the subject "A Lay­
man s Responsibility." Professor 
Fenstermacher also addressed the 
Layman's Group at the forenoon 
session of the same day on the sub­
ject "Christian Stewardship". Dr. 
Stuart presided at the 4:00 o'clock 
devotional hour on Thursday after­
noon. Blaine Bishop addressed the 
Layman s Conference Thursday 
morning at the nine-thirty hour on 
the subject "Youth and the Church". 
The school was represented at several 
sessions of the conference bv the 
the male quartets. 
1 he Taylor University banquet 
which was held at five-thirty Friday 
evening was the climactic part taken 
by Taylor University in the con­
ference program. The banquet was 
held at the Simpson M. E. Church. 
Rev. Hazen Sparks presided as 
toastmaster and the speakers for the 
occasion were U. S. A. Briggs, Rev. 
P. B. Smith, Dr. and Mrs Blake, 
Dr. Jacobs, and Dr. Stuart. Floyd 
Sellig- was elected chairman for the 
Taylor Banquet to be held at the 
next annual conference. The Taylor 
University orchestra under the 
direction of Prof. Fenstermacher 
furnished the music for the banquet.; 
L. Sale-Harrison 
Plans Are Completed 
For Farm Bureau 
Lecture Series 
ANTHONY LEHNER TO SPEAK 
Plans have been recently completed 
by the Taylor University representa­
tives and the Indiana Farm Bureau 
Cooperative Association for a series 
of evening lectures to be given on the 
evenings of May 13th to May 16th 
in Shreiner Auditorium. These 
educational farm lectures will be 
given by members of the Farm 
Bureau organization offices of In­
dianapolis. 
The Taylor representatives for the 
advancement of this type of co­
operative education in the community 
are Dr. Stuart, Dr. Tinkle, Mr. Guy 
Duckwall, Dean Howard, Dean 
Holiman, Dr. G. H. Evans, and Prof. 
Cornwell. This group met with the 
Farm Bureau officers after the civic 
club banquet on April tenth and 
planned the four evenings of meet­
ings. The joint meeting of the two 
groups was expressive of deep desired 
sentiment to educate young people 
for country life. 
Mr. Anthony Lehner of the 
educational division of the Farm 
Bureau Association in a letter to Dr. 
Stuart recently stated that the 
association with a desire to approach 
the cooperative movement and the 
cooperative philosophy from several 
angles, would have several leaders as 
relative to their different depart­
ments of the cooperative work. 
The program as planned will begin 
on the evening of May 13th with Mr. 
Anthony Lehner speaking on the 
subjects of "Incentives". Mr. Lehner 
will be remembered for the interest­
ing and helpful chapel speech that 
he gave from the chapel platform on 
April 11. Mr. I. H. Hull, general 
manager of the Indiana Farm 
Bureau Cooperative Association will 
discuss the "Cooperative Movement 
in Europe" on May 14th, supple­
menting his talk with the showing of 
pictures which Mr. Hull and Mr. 
Gledderjohn brought back from a 
trip to England and the Seandana-
vian countries. On May 15th Mr. 
Briggs will discuss "Indiana Farm 
Bureau Cooperative Associations De­
velopment" laying particular stress 
upon the business structure of the 
organization. On May 16th it has 
been tentatively arranged for Rev. 
Ellis Cowling, Christian pastor at 
Thorntown, bo discuss the topic, "The 
Church and the Cooperative move­
ment". The Taylor University Music 
department will provide the music 
for these meetings. These meetings 
are planned primarily for the farm 
group of surrounding counties and 
it is hoped that many will avail them-
(Continued on Page 4, Cbl. 4) 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
SERVES DELIGHTFUL 
EASTER BREAKFAST 
IMPRESSIVE PROGRAM FOLLOWS 
SUNRISE SERVICE 
1 allowing a very impressive sun­
rise hour of meditation and worship 
in Campbell-Magee parlors, the 
sophomore class served a unique 
Faster breakfast in the college dining 
hall. The class endeavored to carrv 
out the theme "Sunrise". 
Approximately one hundred and 
seventy people were present tat the 
meal and program. Dr. Robert Lee 
Stuart led in the invocation. Pro­
fessor Dennis read "The Resurrec­
tion, an appropriate selection in­
terpreting Mary's experience at the 
I tomb on the first Easter morning. 
The sophomore quartet, composed of 
! Clayton Steele, Norman Jerome, 
Robert Yunkcr, and Frank Brown, 
sang the familiar song "He Arose". 
Professor George Fenstermacher con-
! eluded the breakfast program with 
the benediction. Music was supplied 
during the meal by Edith Lewis, 
: Virginia Royster, Paul Stephenson, 
land Joe Kimbel. 
Easter colors of purple, yellow, 
and white were used in the pro­
grams and table decorations of early 
spring flowers. The center lights 
were attractively subdued being 
covered by large paper flower buds. 
A special feature erected in the east 
entrance represented the empty tomb, 
and was well portrayed by effective 
lighting and Careful color display. 
Much credit is due to the untiring 
efforts of the committees, under 
Crosby De Wolfe. Aileen Catilin, 
Virginia Royster, and Betty Lee 
Peck were in charge of the menu; 
Ethel York, Clayton Steele, and Joe 
Kimbel, the decorations; Robert 
I.autenschlager and Garfield Steed-
man, the program. Members of the 
class who served tables were; Crystal 
Hawkins, Marjory Mac Kellar,Hazel 
Bloss, Ethel York, Aileen Catlin, 
Marion Phillips, Grace Hall, Dorothy 
Mc Laury, and Pauline Poitevin. 
Coming Out Day 
Honors Seniors 
Cornwell Addresses 
Graduating Class 
"TO BE OR NOT TO BE" IS SUB­
JECT OF SPONSOR AT 
ANNUAL CEREMONY 
Dr. G. Harlowe Evans 
Legend Is Theme 
Of Easter Play, 
"St. Claudia" 
RELIGIOUS DRAMA CENTERS 
ABOUT WIFE OF PILATE 
The students and friends of Taylor 
were privileged to see the Easter 
play "Saint Claudia" by Marshall N. 
Goold, as presented by the Tlialonian 
Litetrary Society. The play was 
based upon the legend that Claudia, 
wife of Pontius Pilate, was convinced 
from her reading of tlie Sacred Rolls 
and from a dream that Jesus was the 
promised Son of God. For this 
reason she interceded in His behalf, 
but to no avail. Later, sais the legend 
goes, Claudia became a follower of 
the Crucified One 
The loading parts of Pontius 
Pilate and Saint Claudia were taken 
by Charles Cookingliam and Louise 
I.ongnecker. They were very capably 
assisted by Paul Stuart as Sergius, 
Pilate's chief counselor, David Bane 
in the role of Marcus, a Roman 
Centurion, Esta Herrmann depict­
ing Mary of Magdala, while Janet 
Shugart, Ailene Catlin and Josephine 
Danforth represented Claudia's 
maidens and Martha Lee Richardson 
took the part of Miriam, a Hebrew 
singer. 
The first act opened with Pilate 
and Sergius in the governor's room 
discussing Herod's refusal to have 
anything to do with the trial of 
Jesus. The three scenes in this act 
comprise the indecision of Pilate 
about the justice due Jesus, the 
attempt of Claudia to save Him, and 
"Coming Out" Day, one of the 
; outstanding features of the academic 
year, was observed by - the student 
b::dy on April 15. On "this gala day, 
which is a traditional preparation for 
the commencement season, the senior 
class marched in cap and gown to the 
chapel, while the student body stood 
in respect. Prfessor A. H. Cornwell. 
sponsor of the class of '35, was the 
speaker of the occasion. 
Professor Cornwell presented a 
challenging message on the phrase 
To be or not to be'.'. 
Once to every man and nation 
comes the moment to decide. 
W hen crises come we are sometimes 
wont to say, "To be or not to be, 
that is the question, whether it is 
nobler in the mind (to suffer the slings 
______ and arrows of outrageous fortune or 
Dr. Harlowe Evans, head of ^a™St * \ alio thereby opposing, end them—. 
Taylor University Chemistry Depart-; I want to repeat a statement made 
ment, received word from the j by Bishop Brown here last fall. 
American Institute of Physics in "Scientists tell us from whence we 
come, Theologians tell us where we 
are going, hut the fact is — the fact 
Science Magazine to 
Publish Report of 
Dr. Evans' Research 
RESEARCH IN CONNECTION 
WITH GRADUATE WORK 
New York that the May issue of 
1935 "Journal of Chemical Physics" 
would carry an article written by Dr. 
we are here". The question we 
must now decide and the question " I  — v .  v - . v . v .  t i l l ,  C J L 1 C O L 1 D  
Evans and Professors Ferguson a n d  which is continually before us is. "T 
Case of the University of Michigan 
entitled "Dielectric Constant Stud 
be or not to be". As I use this phrase 
will you please apply, "to say", "to 
hear", "to see", or "to act", as fits 
the situation? 
For a few moments let us turn 
through the pages of history and 
review some of those periods when 
it was "to be or not to be", times 
when great minds determined that it 
was "To he". When the colonists 
were trying to settle their greviances 
with the Mother Country it was on 
July 4, 1776, that they "decided this 
country was "to be" independent. 
These same men decided that the 
government of the land should be 
democratic. Independence of Euro­
pean control was realized. We raised 
a ouestion about the success of the 
(Contnued on Page 3, Col. 2) 
The Anamalous Dispersion of 
Lecithin in Viscous Mineral Oils." 
This article is a brief summary of 
the work done by the author in an 
extensive research study in connection 
with his graduate work toward a 
Doctor of Philosophy degree at the 
University of Michigan. Professor 
A. L. Ferguson was the chairman of 
Mr. Evans' advisory committee. 
Although not a graduate of Taylor 
University Dr. Evans was matricu­
lated in Taylor for three years before 
he entered the University of Michi­
gan to complete the final year for the 
"Bachelor of Science in Chemistry" 
degree. In 1926 the same University 
conferred upon him the degree 
Master of Science in Chemistry." 
Between the second and third vears 
of his undergraduate work he was 
employed for a year in the labratories 
of the Newport Chemical Company 
at South Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In i 
the fall of 1926 he returned to this! Miss Martha May Smith, violinist 
company for a period of two years, j and graduating student of the school 
In 1928 Dr. Evans accepted the chair1 of Music, gave'her senior recital Apr] 
of Mathematics and Physics at John 27, in Shreiner Auditorium. The re-
Fletcher College, University Park, cital was given in completion of her 
Iowa which he held for four years. [ course in violin under Professor 
At the close of this period he return-1 Fenstermacher. Miss Smith was verv 
ed to the University of Michigan to capably aided by Miss Crystal Flaw-
pursue the study for a Doctor of j kins who gave several readings and by 
Philosophy degree. Dr. Evans com-Miss Louise Cline who furnished the 
pleted his research and dissertation j piano accompaniment. Miss Smith 
for this degree his past summer. His I was presented with a beautiful 
thesis was accepted by the graduate; bouquet of flowers upon this the 
school of the University of Miclii- j completion of her course, 
gan in August 1934. ' : Following is the program of the 
! evening. 
Bach-Handel Recital cwho m e Minor, oP. '04 .LuUy 
Planned by School Mendelssohn 
MISS MARTHA SMITH 
APPEARS IN SENIOR 
VIOLIN RECITAL 
Allegro, Molto Appassionate 
ILelene Thamre Phelps 
Miss Hawkins 
turn . . J , . 11 
Claudia's spurning of Pilate for his I ®®lebratJng this event. Comprising 
lack of courage to stand for what he 1, program will be preludes and 
believed to be the correct thing. tugues, chorales and preludes, and 
In Sihreiner Auditorium, on Wed­
nesday evening, May 8, at 6:45 the 
Music School of Taylor University 
will present a Bach-Handel recitai.;T. , , . , ,T , _ 
This is of especial interest, for this I-lebesIeid (Loves Sorrow) .... 
year is the two-hundred and fiftieth ,rl Kreisler 
anniversary of both of these great! , ;i am V Kreisler 
musical composers. Taylor's School S'V n Minor, °P- 32> No. 3. . 
of Musiic joins the music world in [ Kramer 
Betsy Perkins Goes To the City. . 
In the second act Claudia is seen ^^ 
(Continued on Page 3, Cbl. 1) ,^1 f TfT T' „ ^ °f ' the lite of these two great musicians. 
Miss Hawkins 
Anon 
Romanza Wilhelmj 
Mazur . . . Borowski 
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SCHOOL LOYALTY 
What does loyalty to one's school involve? . . . Sub­
tract from life, yours and mine, all that college gave: 
interests, appreciations, sympathies, judgement, skill, 
connections with people and things, associations, friend­
ships, memories, ideals, energy set free, personal power. 
What a narrow thing life would be without these things. 
The hopes, the joys, the aspirations, the successes of 
every day have their roots back in those golden days. As 
one realizes these things a wave of gratitude rises and 
seeks expression. 
I.oyalty to one's college involves persistent and in­
telligent interest in all that concerns the welfare of our 
Alma Mater. It means that steadily throughout the years 
we should keep ourselves informed of the welfare of our 
college, of its personnel and equipment, of the work that 
it does, of the product that it turns out. 
Loyalty means that one can alwevs be counted on 
by one's college to stand by, to respond with information, 
advice, influence, work, money; that busy as one it, one 
can do one more thing; that poor as one it, one is willing 
to share what one has, if by any means one can serve his 
Alma Mater. 
Loyalty means love, deep and abiding; loyalty meant 
confidence in the present of one's college and faith in 
it's future; loyalty means service to the limit of one's 
powers- through care and sacrifice in some degree com­
mensurate with the inestimable gifts we have received 
from the noble college that is ours. 
KNOWLEDGE 
Not only is knowledge power, as is often said; but 
ignorance is a dangerous thing. Little knowledge is a 
dangerous thing, not so much in itself, but because little 
knowledge is usually partial and one-sided, and often dis­
torted. The wise man said, "Where no counsel is, the 
people fall; but in the multitude of counsellors there is 
safety". Many a man has been shot because he didn't 
know the seemingly harmless gun was "loaded". Yet men 
blame that man for not knowing the gun was loaded as 
criminal carelessness. Practical knowledge is far more 
obligatory upon us than is knowledge merely theoretical, 
or fanciful. T. W. Dwiglit, former Professor of Law in 
Columbia College, New York, writes in Johnson's En­
cyclopedia on Crime, in which he very tersely and perti­
nently says, "When acts are characterized by such a 
degree of negligence or carelessness as to evidence a 
culpable indifference whether wrong is done or not, the 
wanton disregarded of commonly recognized duties is 
essentially criminal of itself." Again, "The principle is 
that ignorance of the law affords no excuse. If such were 
not the rule, all laws would be ineffective, for would-be 
offenders would be likely to abstain from examining 
their provisions, and thereby secure immunity." 
W itli these principles of conduct before us it is but 
the next step for us to inculcate them as active principles 
of our lives. Lack of knowledge is the basic reason for the 
misunderstanding which breaks up friendships. Ignorance 
of the conditions which cause peculiarities in the actions 
of individuals cause us to stamp them in our minds in 
eatagories to which they do not rightfully belong. Are we 
not criminal to a degree when we refuse in our minds and 
actions to take steps that would lead us to a better under­
standing of our friends? 
Duty is dependent solely upon knowledge, where 
there is knowledge there is no duty nor sense of duty or 
moral obligation. This is more especially true when there 
is no ability, nor opportunities to obtain spiritual light. 
The relation of knowledge to duty itself in the fact that 
a man is not responsible for the performance of any duty 
unless and until he has been enlightened in regard to 
it. A man may be responsible in regard to one act and 
not in regard to another. He is responsible only so far 
as he has been enlightened. The reality of moral obliga­
tion, and the actuality of sin, both depend upon the fact 
and the extent of one's knowledge and light. Tile Holy 
Scriptures teach this principle when they say "to him 
that knowth to do good, and doeth it not, is it sin,"-Jas. 
4:17. Duty is proportion to knowledge, in this proposi­
tion of knowledge wo see why the man who knows his 
duty and does it not, shall be beaten with many stripes-
Luke 12:17. There are several principles which serve to 
gauge the status of men's morals and their conduct. 
These are their amounts of light; the persistence and 
the force of temptations to which they have yielded, or 
which they have resisted; the amount and character of 
the inspiration and encouragement which they have re­
ceived to do right; the. amount of evil resulting from 
their sins, or the good resulting from their right acts. It 
was for these reasons that Christ declared that it would 
be more tolerable for the men of Nineveh in the day of 
judgement than for his earthly contemporaries. For the 
men of Nineveh had repented under less light than the 
latter had. yet the latter had not repented at all. The 
dependence of duty upon knowledge is concretely stated 
in Lake 12:47. This passage explicitly states that the 
man who knows his duty and does it not, shall be beaten 
with many stripes; while the man who knows not his 
duty and does not shall be beaten with many stripes. 
Here is plainly stated a difference in knowledge, and a 
difference in the degree of obligation, as is implied in by 
the difference of punishment. 
In private and social life matters, our judgement 
concerning a transgressor is lenient or severe according 
to the extent of his knowledge of right and wrong, or 
in the proportion of his opportunities or abilty to ob­
tain such, knowledge. 
In view of these principles it is the duty of every 
Christian having nothing to do to find something to do. 
God wants no one to be idle. With the fields ripe and 
white unto harvest tin re is no time for the earnest 
Christian to sit idly by when he could be doing so much 
for the good of humanity and for the advancement of 
the kingdom of God. 
OUR PRIZE 
We have seen how Christ is the believer's principal 
and pattern as recorded in Philippians 1:21 and 2:5 
respectively. In addition Christ is the believer's prize, 
\ Philippians 3:9. 
Paul had numerous fleshly advantages in which to 
glory, advantages which led him into far fields of 
religious persecution in order that he might perform 
zealously the traditions received from his father. He 
was circumcised the eighth day, of the stock of Israel, of 
the tribe of Benjamin, an Hebrew of the Hebrews; as 
touching the law a Pharisee; concerning zeal persecuting 
the church; touching the righteousness which is in the 
law blameless. But a marvelous change came and instead 
of depending upon his law-keeping and religious 
mesmerisms to keep him blameless in the sight of Gcd 
and the Law, he confessed himself the "chief of sinners." 
And from then on, the regenerated Pharisee could say, 
" I count all things but loss on account of the excellency 
of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord, for whom I 
suffered the loss of all things, and do count them but 
refuse that I may win Christ and be found in Him." And 
to the Church at Ephesus he writes, "Far be it from 
| me to glory, save in the cross of our lord Jesus Christ, 
through which the world hath been crucified unto me. 
and I unto the world." 
And here is the core of our discourse: "and be 
found in him, not having a righteousness of mine own, 
i even that which is of the law, but that which is through 
faith in Christ, the righteousness which is from God by 
faith .... Philippians 3:9. What does Paul mean when 
he expresses his desire to gain Christ according to the 
proceeding verse r Was he not already in possession of 
Christ? And did not Christ already possess him? Paul 
was in Chrst and was possessed bv him, but what can he 
mean in his ardent desire? 
Paul did not long to possess Christ in a "deeper-
experience , or to find Him in a holiness-perfection 
manner for greater assurance. But Paul did long after 
| the day when he would actually possess Christ in the 
\ glory beyond! To Paul Christ was the great object and 
goal of iiis earthly race. He was persuaded that he be­
longed to Christ through the mystery of the new birth, 
but his passion was that he might be forever with Him, 
and that during his early pilgrimage, he might walk 
acceptably. And so, in continuing the discourse, he writes, 
j  that I may know him, and the power of his resurrection 
and the fellowship of his sufferings, becoming conformed 
junto his death; if by any means I may attain unto the 
resurrection from the dead. Not that I have already ob­
tained, or am already made perfect: but I press on. if 
so be that I may lay hold on that for which also I was 
laid hold on by Christ Jesus. Brethren, 1 count not my­
self yet to have laid hold: but one thing 1 do, forgetting 
the things which are behind, and stretching forward to 
i the things which are before, I press on toward the goal 
unto the prize of the high-calling of God in Christ 
Jesus." Why? Because Paul, with Christ at the center 
] of his life, also had Christ as the goal and prize of his 
life. 
Christian, is Christ the veritable center of your lifer 
More than that, he is the prize toward which you are 
earnestly striving? "Therefore let us. . . . lay aside every 
j weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset us, and 
let us run with patience the race that is set before us. 
looking unto Jesus the author and perfector of our 
faith." 
( 1 he last of this series of four editorials will be 
presented in the next issue and will deal with Christ as 
the provider, Philippians 4:19.) 
—Wistar Hodge 
The campus is rapidly assuming its 
vernal cloak and is becoming a beauty 
spot on the campus is adding the 
final touches of truth, depth of life, 
preparation for service and Christian 
consecration and will soon burst 
forth as a flower and will leave this 
beautiful atmosphere to face a dis­
traught humanity. Thus far this 
flower has been cultivated but when 
it blooms forth then will it meet the 
storms of life. So goes the story of 
that countless army which numbers 
those in its ranks who are gloriously 
meeting the crisis of life while others 
have withered. Thus we hear from 
those beloved Taylorites who have 
gone before. 
First we are now to hear from a 
bishop because we are all interested 
and do admire him. This news comes 
from Stockholm, Sweden. Bishop 
Raymond J. Wade, of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, who is the resident 
bishop of the Stockholm, Sweden, 
area. Taylor conferred the degree of 
Doctor of Laws on Bishop Wade in 
1932. Bishop Wade is a member of 
the North Indiana Conference and 
before being elected to the episcapacy 
was secretary of the General Con­
ference. He writes when he sent his 
second annual William Taylor 
Foundaton membership fee: "Our 
people are very warm-hearted and 
evangelistic. A Taylor University 
graduate would feel quite at home. 
Our needs are as great as the field 
is extensive. Our people are heroic, 
and our pastors toil almost to the 
starvation point. 1 am so glad that 
it looks brighter, financially, in the 
United States; that ought to mean 
relief at home and help abroad." At 
the time that he wrote the letter he 
had just returned from Finland 
where he had, during ten days, 
preached twenty-two sermons in 
twenty-one different churches. We 
appreciate this kind word from that 
great man. 
We have recently heard of the 
arrival of some new future Taylorites. 
Richard Keith came to bless the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Somers. 
September twenty-fifth. Mrs. Somers 
was formerly NJiss Doris E. Daris of 
'31. Mr. Somers graduated in '30 and 
is now attending Michigan State 
University and works at night at the 
| Capital Bank Tower at Lansing, 
Michigan. Again, two prospective 
Taylor students, Wilfred Allen 
Burc'h, Jr., and Stanley Ellison 
Burch, twin sons, made their 
appearance at the home of Wilfred 
and Alice Burch. April 5, 1935. 
Now comes the news that a number 
j of the Taylor group have entered 
upon the solemn but glorious road 
of matrimony. Virgie Carter, 32, was 
Imarried to a Mr. Ketterman in June 
jmd resides at 1313 Legrande Avenue, 
! Indianapolis, Indiana. Mervin Boyle, 
'32, is married to a home-town girl 
(and is working in a bank. Miss 
Mildred Ureh, '30, and Mr. Wiley 
Smith were recently married. Mr. 
I Smith is employed at a ship yard in 
New Jersey and also is doing some 
mission work. Taylor friends extend 
their heartiest congratulations. 
There is also some miscellaneous 
news. Rev. Maurice Arrasmitli, who 
received his Batchelor of Theology 
degree in 1905 and his Doctor of 
Divinity in 1924 is pastor of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church at 
Storm Lake, Iowa. Mr. H. II. Cash, 
a student in '25 and '26 is a mission­
ary pastor in the heart of the blue 
ridge mountains at Trade, Tennessee. 
.Mr. Talmadge Chilson, '31, and his 
wife are working in the Kentucky 
mountains. He is principal of a high 
school and is also the community 
; pastor. Mr. Cleopbas Speake, '33, is 
doing graduate work in the School 
of Electrical Engineering at College 
Station, Texas. Mr. Luther Brokaw, 
'32, is attending Gordon College of 
Theology and Missions in Boston, 
Massachusetts. Mr. Pcrcival Smith, 
student from 1906-10. is doing in­
dependent missionary work in 
Khairagarh, Central Province, India. 
He writes: "How can I tell you the 
need? There are many gods, upon 
every hill and under every green tree. 
In spite of it all, I am telling them 
of Jesus and His power to save." 
Mr. Smith has been in India twenty-
five years without furlough and has 
no society behind him. 
Thus, it is evident that Taylor 
•ilumni are filling their niche in life— 
soon must we go forth to join in the 
great task and minister to human 
needs. 
S T A R  D U S T  
BY JERRY 
Some people are so conceited, when they look in the mirror thev wc 
j  der what the other six wonders of the world are doing. 
* * -x- * * 
Quote from history class: Folks used to be willing to wait patien 
for a slow-moving stage coach, but now they grumble if they miss o 
revolution of a revolving door. 
* * * * * -x-
A liar is one who has no partition between his imagination and I 
information. 
* * * * * *  
The only thing sure about luck is that it will change. 
* * * * * * 
A bachelor is a man who never makes the same mistake once 
* * * * * *  
:  Found: A roll of five dollar bills. Will the owner please form 
line at the west entrance of Society Hall? 
* * '* * * * 
Sign in San Francisco cafe: We know your check is good, but 
don t trust the banks. 
* * * * * * 
Some say they ar~ walking to reduce when in reality thev have be 
i reduced to walking 
* * * * * *  
Some women sho»ld call their husbands "Theory " Thev u, old, 
work. " ' - SL 
* *  *  *  *  
A modern home is one in which a switch regulates everything but t 
children. • 
* *  *  *  *  *  
Sign in a Brooklyn grocery: NOTICE: Due to the depression, ere, 
will hereafter be extended only to persons over the age of 80 vears 
accompanied by their grandparents. 1 * 
* * * * * * 
lies Amerii'116 ^ ^ WC f°rget ' behind ^oar 
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Missionary Family Reunites 
After Long Separation 
REV. HERRMANN AND FAMILY 
MAKE RESIDENCE ON 
CAMPUS 
COMING OUT DAY 
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 5) 
Although we mujst look to the! ln that same struggle we find be". We could reverse it and work it 
Divine tor guidance and strength,: Clara Barton. Many persons and [his way: "Not to be, but to be". It 
that is not enough. Man must use his j officers told her the thing she wanted was "not to be" when tliev would 
physical and mental capacities toj to do was "Not to be" — but her cast Him down the hill headlong; it 
their fullest extent. It is not enough j persistence determined that it was was "not to be" when the disciples 
say, Lord, Lord , and then do noth- "to be". With several wagons and would call down fire from Heaven 
ing. It is not enough to be sorry |mule teams she left Washington for and consume the Samaritans; it was 
about our social environment and do the front. Union officer after officer "not to be" that some should be 
latter 
Dr. and Mrs. Herrmann 
parents oi Esta and Gordan Herr 
rnann, and their son Joyce have 
arrved on Taylor's campus, to be 
here with their children for the pre-
eommencement activities. The Herr­
manns are missionaries at Aligarh, 
in the United Provinces of India! 
Aligarh is eighty-five miles south­
east of Delhi, and here the largest 
Moslem University east of Cairo, 
nothing about it. A man going down j told her it was folly, but she pressed greatest in the Kingdom, and "it "was 
That problem is handed on tr«m J erusalem tell among thieves j on, making the last distance by riding j "npt to be" that His ministry should 
nstead — it was 
to be that by a look He caused 
and the | on the field. Her work had much to i them to stand back and let Him walk 
eir midst; it 
re should be no 
most important of 
the '^° yOU' sbd^ under the caption, "To a"d "as Uft b,r dead, I he thieves, of j one of the mules and carrying coffee! end with the cross. 
^ j be or not to be". course, knew his condition and were and a few other items to the wounded | "to be" that bv a 
The treaty in 1783 gave the 'j?0*- affected. 1 he priest  t  j  t  fi l . r r   c  t  t e  t  st   » u it 
colonists their independence, but they Levite saw him and were probably , do with the great Red Cross organize- unmolested through tliei 
remained in a critical position. So moved, but did nothing about it. Thejtion we have today. Miss Barton was was "to be" that there s 
critical that the historian John Fiske, Samaritan, seeing him, was touched 
so much that he was moved to action. calls it " T h e  Critical Period in 
American History", and not a critical As you walk life's way are you "to 
period in American history. "To be 'K' a £°°d Samaritan or "not to be" ? 
or not to be". The question loomed '' 's n°t sufficient that we be good, 
large whether the thirteen states bld dl''d we be g°"d for something. 
Egypt is located. Being under" the Were be ® unified nation or a group Youth Must Think 
Board of Foreign Missions of the °f Pett-V» '"dependent states. This Men and women have met these 
continued until the national govern-, crises for us in the past, others are 
ment was a fact under the constitu- j attempting to do so today, and still 
h*;tion. Those days in the summer of others will have to do so in theltinent" 
1787 were stirring days and it was future. Some leadership of the past [carried 
good pattern. 
already made before this crisis. privileged; and, 
Frances Willard had a burning jail, it was "to be" that His ministry 
desire to do social good. When the was barely beginning with the cross, 
temperance move came along that was To be or not to be" like Jesus? In 
the opportunity for her to give ex 
pression to this longing. She was 
all these critical periods God was 
[looked to for the power that all 
among 
sign issions of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, the 
work of Dr. and Mrs. Herrmann is 
typically missionary 
people of India. 
The itinerary traversed by Dr. and 
Mrs. Herrmann and son was 
varied interests. Leaving All 
February 4, they sailed from 
on February 11, and reaches 
Italy on the 22. In Italv they 
T71 n xr : 
only because of determined men and furnishes us with 
prepared before this and not after!things for good might come "to be". 
| the move came along. May I repeat? The men which we 
And so David Livingston as he 'would follow, like Jesus, were pre-
j carried Christ to that "Black Con- pared for the task which fell to their 
and Kagawa, as he has ;'°t and so they were able to incarnate 
Christianity to his brothers jit- The college part of your prepara-
in Japan. These men were already tion differs from theirs because of 
giving the aged visited Florence and Venice. Passing .-. , ... , , . , , , , , ,, ~ • « 
through Switzerland they spent some ,!® -'' written a book on the two hundred dollars a month it they 
•' "••• - - ' "Need for constitutional Reform' would spend it; a Long who would 
He suggests ways which would make accomplish the same end by a "share 
the government more flexible, better °f wealth" program; and a Coughlin 
able to deal with neighbors in inter- who would soon have us living in a 
national politics, better able to pro-1 Utopia under the sixteen points of 
vide security for every citizen and the "Union for Social Justice". It 
time in the Cities of Lucerne, Solo 
thurn, and Basel. Germany drew 
their attention for a week, with 
sight-seeing of art galleries, old 
castles, and other points of historic 
interest in and around Stuttgart and 
Heidelberg, 
in Holland 
Stomp-in«• for on? d. •to rePresent more closely his aspira- cannot be denied that there a: 
thev visited in Rot ''ons and 'deals. I am not offering points in these programs but v 
re good 
|H we need 
terdam, saw The'Hague the palace'thiS aS my °Pinion but to Point out | to keep in mind Mathew 7:15-18. 
•_ ' , t, ! that of Queen \Y i'lhelmina and Princess1, iu i-run ess YOU are the ones who should! Beware of the false teachers — mer 
Juliana, the church in 'whisTX!^6 Prepared to say whether change is j who come to you in sheep's fleeces 
. _ i T ,i ho »w»4- 4-~ r £ „ T • i nut nonoofh I-ln.4- <L'r, ,. . 1.1. .. . 
royal family worships, and the Peace 
Palace of Justice in The Hague, 
which is built and furnished by all 
the nations of the world. Another 
pause was made in England where-a j! 
1 • week was spent in visiting- Bucking 
ham Palace, the tower of London, , . , . . . T. ^entered around the Monroe Doctrine 
determination that the 
Western Hemisphere was "to be" 
To be or not to be". If change is j but beneath that disguise they are 
to be made, what is "to be or not to ravenous wolves. By their fruits you 
Westminister Abbey, Parliament, St. I' , , 
P a u l ' s  C a t h e d r a l ,  M a d a m e  T o u s - ; ,  "  
be" changed? Dr. E. Stanley Jones will recognize them. Arc grapes 
says, "the world is slowly but .surely gathered from thorns or figs from 
moving to collectivism". Are you go- thistles? Every good tree produces 
[ing to make it Christian or atheistic? good fruit, but a worthless tree pro-
Another critical time in our history! duces bad fruit. A good tree cannot 
j produce bad fruit, nor a worthless 
tree good fruit. There is danger in 
trying tco many philosophies of life 
and religion and tying ourselves to 
group —— 
vin, and Wesley. When the fires of re P'ires a 
early faith had been banked by 
human ambitions, and men had re­
discovered the pagan beauty of pre 
The 
graduate 
different technique. 
Man Must Decide 
problem of the college 
is the fact of the world 
Christian classics, there came a time breaking in upon him, and lie faces 
when the world had to decide to be realization for the first time. The 
a world of personal faith and honest i United States is probably not in 
effort or a world of diletante re- danger from without: the danger 
ligion; men's hearts were touched andilies within, probably within ourselves, 
disturbed — and dreamed of better The danger in any period is lack of 
things, it was then that Martin ! proper leadership. People break 
Luther came forward with a new down under worrv and nervous strain 
vision of the Word, "The just shall u 
live by faith", and the weight of his those who have""had"? 
work threw the scales of the century 
for Christ and salvation. 
YY hen men were about to decide 
so do nations. It is then when 
sound training 
can hold steady. The need is pressing 
now as unemployed college graduates 
are potential recruits for the ranks 
sand's Wax Works, John Wesley's [''T™ , f A 
chapel. Cambridge University, and ™n,trolled b7 Americans and not to 
the picturesque English country-Tf,. / +1 S EuroP,eans- ,Clos(;ly ?T; I 'ox ,s.feat da"^'r the 
side. In crossing from England (lie 3 ,lWlt l this Was the Philosophy j fact that 25 million people will turn 
the water for Manifest Destiny", the working j aside and follow any one of these 
^xt..0? ! °f which made it somewhat doubtful ! three. Some would list the entire 
if the end justified the. means. 
The Civil War Period 
| N R A  program in this group. I do 
not think that would be a just classi-
Herrmanns were on 
twelve days, and landed in New!, 
Y'ork on April 9. remaining there 
for several days, holding conferences t. ,• , , , ... 
with the Board of Foreign Missions. Then came the Civil War and the j flcatlorD but we can be sure of this 
Dr. and Mrs. Herrmann visited in questions concerning it. Was the | onIY that part of if will endure which 
Cincinnati for Easter with Rev. lJnion "to bc or not to be?" W'as a 
Matthew Herrmann, who is the nat'°n half slave 
brother of Dr. Herrmann and the be or Ilot to be"? Mention will be 
Superintendent of the Bethesda 
Home for the Aged. Upon arriving m'nd behind 
in Cincinnati, they were greeted at history which determined that ours 
the train by Dr. Stuart who was con-.was, d> be a Union and free, 
ducting pre-Easter services in the1 ' "r fbree years the question was 
Bethlehem M. E. Church. According -whether the United States was "to 
to his arrangements, Esta andjbe or not to be" a belligerent in that 
Gordon motored to Cincinnati with world conflagration. In Novevmber, 
is shot through and through with the 
and half free "to | Principles of Jesus Christ. 
International Leaders 
I he influence of the second group 
is not national but international. In 
this group we would list Mussolini 
made a little later about the great 
this episode in our 
Mrs. Stuart on Thursday of last week 
and surprised their parents in a 
happy reunion of four and three 
years absence, respectively, from 
them. Joyce Herrmann returned to 
Taylor with Esta and Gordon, and 
their parents arrived on Wednesday 
of this week. Joyce has completed 
his Sophomore year in the Wood­
stock School of India, and after 
completing his Senior year, he ex­
pects to return to this country again 
and enroll as a Freshman at Taylor. 
The Herrmans are to be here until 
the close of school, and will reside in 
a cottage on the campus. They are 
scheduled to sail for their return to 
India in the Fall of 1936. In the 
meantime they shall represent the 
foreign field here in the states, and 
spend some time in study. During the 
summer, they plan to be with their 
children, enjoying the vacation period 
with them. 
EASTER PLAY 
(Continued from. Page 1, Col. 3) 
in the garden of Joseph of Ari-
mathaea waiting in prayer. Mary of 
Magdala enters rejoicing because the 
Lord is risen. They rejoice together 
as they realize the presence of the 
risen Christ. 
Between the scenes Miss Bothwell 
played several selections on the organ 
which deepened the Easter Spirit 
which hovered about the drama. 
Favorable criticism was heard 
from all sides on the play in general 
and especially on the supurb acting 
of Mr. Cookingham and Miss Long-
necker. Much of the credit for this 
fine production is also due Pro­
fessor Dennis for his direction of it. 
1916, President Wilson was re­
elected on a platform, "Not to be". 
In five months the decision was 
changed to one of "to be", so that 
the world would be safe for de­
mocracy. And today, seventeen years 
after the Armistice, democracy is "on 
the spot" as it never was before. At 
the close of the war we outlined the 
form of the league for the nations, 
then refused to become a member. One 
of our judges drew up the plan for 
the world court, then we placed a 
judge in that court; and again we 
refused to join this move for world 
peace. This matter of democracy, a 
league of nations, and a world court 
has not been settled but is being 
passed on to you to decide "to be or 
not to be". What will you pass on for 
history to record? 
The Stock Market Crash 
The stock market crash in 1929 
and the depression which followed, 
with all the complications attendant 
thereto, brought us face to face with 
one of the gravest economic and 
political crises in our history. There 
are many problems of far reaching 
importance yet to be mastered. Also 
there is much speculation as to 
whether the methods used are "to be 
or not to be" successful. New, and as 
yet undiscovered difficulties will 
develop out of the last five years and 
will be passed on for you to surmount. 
Other forces which threaten the very 
foundation of our civilization are the 
upheavels in society, crime, prohibi­
tion, and the great atheistic move that 
is on in the world. These riddles are 
too much for man to solve in his own 
whether the new-won freedom from ! of the disgruntled. They furnish the 
tie Pope was also "to be or not to be" i spearheads for many of the strong-
freedom from moral standards and!armed movements in Europe. You 
political obligations to the welfare 
of the people, John Calvin led his 
stern way into the scene and showed 
men, the form of "God amid the j 
shadows, keeping watch over His 
own". 
YY hen the world had tired of kings, 
— of the porcelain idleness of 
Y'ersailles, — of the petite Trianon, 
and the clatter of words was heard 
in riot of rebellion on the streets of 
France, another cause was seen in 
England. Was England to be an­
other welter of wrong — avenging 
wrong? Of worship of Satan — or 
of no God ? Answering the question 
came a man above men, John Wesley 
Hitler, and Stalin. Dictatorships PreacbinS aImost b™r of the 
. . I  . . 1 IlflV When mpn n u r n h n  4« l-».. — I winch have wiped out every appear 
ance of democracy and most of 
Christianity. YY'hat will become of the 
day when en were awake to hear his 
voice, proclaiming the cause of 
Personal Experience and of Christ's 
governments of Mussolini and Hitler j^' SPirit. It is literally true that 
when they pass on? It seems that the 
Fascists and Nazi movement is but 
a temporary expediency and will 
quickly assume another form once 
YVesley and Whitfield saved England 
from a "French Revolution 
have finished your college training 
and are ready to go out and face 
your problems. 
Need of Leadership 
In the physical world your prob­
lem is, not merely to be able to cure 
the affliction but to rid society of 
the cause of that affliction. Not to 
be able to fix up the crippled from 
accidents, but to eliminate the cause 
of the accidents. In the economic 
world your problem is, not merely to 
be able to raise money to put men on 
the dole but to be able to change the 
system which makes dole neeessarv 
It is not enough to invent great 
machines which will produce un­
tiringly but it is also necessary to 
control those machines so that they 
will not mean unemployment and 
more want — to control them so that 
they will mean more abundance for 
the many and not the few. In the 
social world your problem it, not 
merely to make the slums a little Perfection 
Then conies perfection. One in a j Brighter. but to make them unneces-
the strong hand of subjection loses ; class by Himself, yet not to be i sar.v our society. Not to save a few 
its grip.. Russian Communism is the 1 classed — the dynamic behind all. drunkards here and there but to get 
greatest danger of the three, with its! With Jesus it was "to be" His way, 
anti-Christ and its great drive for the the right way; there was no "not to 
general well-being of the common 
man. Dr. E. Stanley Jones thinks 
that this generation, the next at least.! 
will have; to decide the question, "To 
be" the materialistic, atheistic com­
munism of Russia, or "To be" the; 
Kingdom of God on earth. China and 
India are faced with this question 
right now and are looking to America 
for Christian leadership which will 
prevent their nation from accepting 
atheistic communism. "To be or not 
to be" able to do this for them. 
Crises Bring Leaders 
In the next two groups I have 
picked representative personalities 
who can better show us the way in 
terms of accomplishment. In the 
third group, Lincoln, Clara Barton, 
David Livingston, Frances YVillard,: 
and Kagawa. It is said that "great 
crises bring forth great men". That 
has been amply demonstrated in our 
history but the occasion did not make 
the man or the woman. He was al­
ready made. YYTien the issue comes 
along he takes it and incarnates it 
as did Lincoln with abolition and 
unionism. Lincoln was prepared for 
the issue. He was made before he i 
became president and had the oppor­
tunity to make freedom and unionism 
realities. His real self showed up in 
his policy of reconstruction. "YVith 
rid of the liquor traffic. Not to 
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4) 
power. He must look to the all power- malice toward none, with charity for 
ful One for guidance if the Kingdom I all, with firmness in the right as" God 
of God is to come to pass on earth, i gives us to see the right—". 
Taylor University 
UPLAND, INDIANA 
hounded in 1846 as Fort YVayne Methodist College 
Students come from thirty slates 
Alumni rank high in many fields of endeavor 
Teaches the Bible as the inspired YVord of God 
Professors take a personal interest in the students 
A well equipped gymnasium, under supervision of a cap­
able director 
No smoking, no card playing, no dancing 
YVholesome, quiet surroundings 
Send to I aylor University a list of student names that 
you would like to interest in the kind of education 
offered at Taylor. 
ROBERT LEE STUART, President 
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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY SPORTS 
Seniors Win Class Track MeetN .Ace.u-?efeatsTaylorTaylor Loses Encounter In bprmg Upener, 2-1 J 
For Third Consecutive Year CHILLY WEATHER ACCOUNTS With Manchester Nine 
STUART IS HIGH SCORER 
WITH 23 POINTS 
I    
FOR LOOSE BALL GAME 
The Tavlor University baseball Miss Olive Bishop LATE RALLY FAILS TO TOP 
LEAD OF VISITORS 
SALE-HARRISON 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1) team opened the spring athletic pro-
message. Dr. Sale- Harrison pointed gram on the local diamond Saturday, Leads Prayer Hour 
The Taylor athletic spot-light was out the significance of certain re- April 20. when they opposed N. A. — 'p|u. Taylor University nine lost 
turned upon the annual class track lationships of other nations to the G. U. of Indianapolis. The capitol A quiet and thoughtful hour of their second diamond encounter of Un­
meet this week, where the track I Jews. "You will never find a nation ; city won the nine-frame contest after • meditation and inspiration was en- • season, Tuesday afternoon when thev 
enthusiasts received a thrill and the mentioned that does not come into 'the locals had been held scorelessi joyed by the students at -all-college I took an 8-6 drubbing from Mali-
seniors won the blue ribbon for the contact with Jews", he stated. "The until the last half of the ninth, when:prayer meetng during Passion Week!chester College on tlie local field, 
third consecutive time. Jews". Dr. Harrison emphasized, they .pushed over their lone tally. under the leadership of Miss Olive With their first defeat at the hands 
The defending champions piled up: would be Scattered if they sinned". Pres. Stuart of Taylor University Bishop. of N. A. G. U. of Indianapolis not 
a total of 52 2-3 points to top their But God made a promise of restor, started hostilities when he pitched The meeting opened with tile sing- vet a week old. the Trojans were out 
nearest competitors, the Sophs, who tion for them. The significant fact the first ball. The game was a jng of s,0]ftgs 0,f the Cross, followed, to break into the win column, 
scored a total of 45 1-3 points. The was pointed out that Israel was pitchers duel from the start, with . |,y voluntary prayer Then there was 
freshmen were credited with 18 never completely scattered to all the local twirler, Phil Miller, holding . ' 
counters, and the juniors fell into nations until this time, 
last place as they failed to enter the In his message of April 
meet. Sale-Harrison spoke on 
Led by C. Stuart, Herrmann, and ®U">P® lyl tbe Light °f the - - — — © — - jesus rasu discourse witn ins pi„i.t strikeouts while H-.r.-ll 
Persons, the defenders took eight Cfod- scriptural references for hit. was sacrificed to second, stole j disoiples, taken from Johnl :1-13, the moundsnv../ f o r  ' t h e  w i n n e r s  r vr 
firsts and four seconds. C. Stuart rani""8 address were taken from the third, and came home on a passed incident of Christ's washing the f i v e  1 a l t e r s  the b e n c h  hall ' " 
in his usual style and showed his . book °f Daniel especallv. ball which was dropped after the man disciples feet. Miss Bishop stressed 
heels to other cinder stars in the 100. 1,1 the introductory phases of the, had been called out at the plate.' particularly the standard and ex- ,A cbill-v bl'eese and a stiff high 
Although the Taylor nine made a 
220, 120 high hurdles, and 220 low message it was pointed out that the Umpire Brognegux reversed his de- ample 0f humility and to wind kept the squads from exhibiting 
timbers, but the big surprise of the i prophecy was revealed as a result of vision, giving the visitors their first: others that Jesus so expressly set their best brand of hall. The 
forth in this chapter by example as Proved^ to be nothing short 
rind 
meet came when he came in second i U,aniels prayer. It was again em- tally. 
to "brother Paul" in the quarter mile | Pbasized that ( r o d  never mentions a In the ninth, two errors and a well as by Word. 
The freshmen ace led Chuck to tin kingdom that does not come into con- batter who was hit by the pitcher 
of 
fielder's nightmare as a hard-hit 
ball dropped like a rock just outside 
the infield. 
5) Manchester First 
tape by a foot after the two had runi"ac't with Israel. Dr. Sale-Harrison | filled the sacks. Then with two out COMING OUT D \Y 
half the distance with neither gaining revealed that the kings ot these | and the bases loaded, the third error 
nations will be reigning when the I of the frame allowed the visitors their (Continued from Page. 3, Col. 
Lord ccmes. final tally, which proved to be the . , . . , , 
In speaking concerning Mussolini, margin of victory. merely care ior the sick and wo 
it was suggested that he is no special P. Miller opened the ninth for of war lmt to eradicate war. This list when Davison doubled and scored on 
man of prophecy. That he is simply!the Tavlor nine when he drove out ooulfl be extended to Sreat len8tb- Lapp's two-bagger. Town-send saeri-
and S'&lleral. your problem, and the ficed and Kercobe singled to bring- in 
Scores Two 
Frame 
Manchester was off to a fast start 
from the secord on the home track. 
The meet aroused much interest and 
an edge. 
Jerome proved to be -a spark-plug 
for the sophomores when he hung up 
three firsts and two seconds. He ran 
i beautiful race in the half-mile when ... - i 
he divined two tenths of a second woldang 111 a preparatory way. He j a long double into left field , . . , , , „ , 
11 c°nd haS purposed to regtore tiie Qld | scored a moment later when Cooking- ! Problem of thf w°rld, is to get at the second marker of the first inning. 
Roman Empire. At the present time, ham lashed out his second single of cause of the worldsickness The opponents had a heavy inning 
. , . , Italy has treaties with most of the j tlie game. The winners nipped the ratber t,,an fmd a cure for tbat again in the third when they bunched 
was a conditioning factor for the p.,„„„„„„ „„ w. • i i- ! „ . , , . , , , . . ,i South Fuiopean countries including rally m the hud liowever, when they 
experience and Renewed hope'for the Spai"' Switzerland and caught tlie tall rightfielder trying to 
fo lowh?r,«s„n Portugal. i pilfer the bag and retired the side. 
Basing his exposition on the Word, The Taylor batters garnered a 
A summary of the meet is as Dr. Sale-Harrison pointed out that total of six hits but lost to their 
to,lows: the North European countries as the opponents, who were credited with 
100 Yard Dash—C. Stuart, first; igreat Northern Confederacy will [only three hits. Six 
Steele, second; P. Stuart, third. Time fight against tlie Empire for control! local nine proved to be the key "to the aPProved unto God, workmen that Smithurst started a hitting spree in 
of Palestine. In any future trouble, i loss. Cookingham led the hitting need not be ashamed, but who can j the fourth when he singled and made 
lie stated, Britain and the United attack with three singles. P. Miller '"'gl'tly divide the word of truth, who tlie Trojan's initial marker oil P. 
sickness. four hits, a sacrifice and a fielder's 
When you leave college you will choice to push the score to 6-0. The 
be called upon to guide the "Ship of winners gained a seven-run advantage 
State". Are you going to be able to in the first of tlie fourth when Sapp 
direct it as God would have it? When scored on Townsend's double, 
the time comes, let us prove that we I 
errors by the bave studied to show ourselves Trojan's Rally 
10.6. 
220-Yard Dash — C, Stuart, first; 
P. Stuart, second; Steele, third. Time States will stand together. Japan will 
— 24.4 prove no small difficulty. France 
440-Yard Dash — P. Stuart, first; ^ either ^against Italy or come 
C. Stuart, second; Jerome, tilird.;to an agreement. 1 hey Jiave already 
Time — 55.4 
and Lewis drove out doubles for the can stand a8'ainst tlie mob, and who: Miller's double. Lewis followed with 
only extra base wallops of the en 
counter. Smithurst and Randall were 
can meet the crises of life as did a single and was advanced to second 
tlie heroes of the past. And when vcu when Keggereis drove a well-placed 
come to an agreement. Palestine will I safe hits. 
tlie only other Trojans to drive out leave this world maJ' >'ou leave « a hit into center field- Nengangard, 
better place than you found it, next up, forced Lewis at third. 
be the center of the greatest intrigue The Trojans promised a run in the whether by a perfect poem, an im- The two successfully executed a 
—J J •' • •' 1' proved poppy, or a ransomed soul, double steal to score the fourth run 
LECTURE SERIES 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2) 
880-Yard Run—Jerome, first; P. , ,,j -u,.., . .i ,j , ..- . 
Stuart second- Kimble third Tim e v, world has ever | first inning when Gib smashed out a 
2:108 ' ' j seen; it will be the central point of (single, stole second and third bases "To be or not to be? 
\fl D „ T, 1-..V. v? l ^'"'Et. hut was stranded when P. Miller 
Mii€ Run Jerome, first; Fowler, i I he Word of God clearly demon-
second; Cannon, third. Time—5:24 strates that Southern Europe will be 
120 High Hurdles — C. Stuart, I for a time anti-Jewish. This is 
first; Jerome, second; Heinlen, third, i fully true at the present time. God 
Time—16.8 says Uiat tlie great superman rising 
220 Low Hurdles — C. Stuart, j out of tbe Empire will declare him-
first; Jerome, second; Heinlen, third.! seF to be the greatest friend the Jews 
Time—28 [ ev'er bad- At the end of three and a 
Pole Vault — Herrmann, first; hal,f >'ears' lle wil1 turn traitor, and 
Yunker, second. mabe tlle last Part of the Great | 
TV u , „ I ribulation the "time of Jacob' s  I  _  Discus—Herrmann, first; Persons,,. , , .. (Powell .. 
second; Yunker, third. Distance— ^ L. Miller 
98 
struck out to end the frame. 
The only batters successful at the 
plate tor the winners was Sliomaker 
with two singles and Baer with one.! selves of the opportunity to join in 
Jahn, N. A. G. U. hurler, struck tbese meetings, 
out fifteen local batters in comparison In a conference held between the |seventh. With the score 8-4 against 
of the inning. 
The winners scored their last run 
of the game in tlie seventh. Cullers 
doubled and scored when Boffenberg 
i singled to right. 
The Cornwe-llmen made their 
second strong bid for victory in the 
with Miller's ten strike outs. 
TROJAN'S BATTING 
G 
1 * 
Shot Put—Hunter, first; Herr- j 
mann, second; Persons, third. Dis- j 
tance—32' 2%" j 
Javelin— Persons, first; Hcltckiss, j 
second; Hunter, third. Distance— j 
128' 3" 
Broad Jump—Steele, first; Powell, 
second, Kimbel, third. Distance— 
19' 7" 
High Jump—Persons, Jerome, tie 
for first ; Herrmann, Bastian, Hunter 
tie for third. 
Total Points: Seniors: 52 2-3; Soph- I 
omores: 45 1-3; Freshmen; 18; 
J uniors: no entries. • ,j 
Individual Scoring; C. Stuart, 23; 
Jerome, 21; Herrmann, 13 1-3; 
Persons, 13; P. Stuart, 12; Steele, 
9 ; Hunter, 6 1-3 ; Yunker, 4; Fowler, 
3; Hotckiss, 3; Powell, 3 ; Kimbel, 2 ; 
Heinlen, 2; Carmen, 1; Bastian, 1-3. 
Students 
TRY OUR SPECIAL CAKES 
AND PASTRIES FOR YOUR 
PARTIES 
Upland Baking Co. 
WOOLARD'S SANITARY 
B A R B E R  S H O P  
Nice Line of Toilet Articles 
And Barber Supplies 
First Door North of Myers' Grocery 
UPLAND REGAL STORE 
Groceries, Meats, and Produce 
Trade with Your Home Merchant 
L. E. HIATT, Prop. 
Phone 61 
G. Smithurst . 
P. Miller 
R. Lewis 
Cookingham . . 
Hamann 
Randall 
Negangard . . . 
Keggereis . . . 
Longnecker . . 
Haley 
ITalfast 
AB 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 
7 
4 
3 
5 
1 
2 
1 
H 
0 
1 
4 
Ptt  
.000 
• 111 
Farm Bureau officers and the Taylor ! them, Smithurst again started 
representatives plans were tentive-ly. second successive time at bat and 
arranged for three or four week I scored when Lewis singled. Keggereis 
sessions of educational meetings for singled but was forced at second on 
i young people similar to ones held 
last summer to be held on the campus to short. 
pinch-hitter Randall's slow dribble 
the 
3 
5 
1 
3 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
in July. These meetings will stress the [ A run seemed inevitable in 
'gg5 cooperative program for agriculture | ninth as P. Miller tripled but was 
.j.j.j, as related to buying, selling, and I forced to freeze on tlie bag due to 
Q2g j marketing. Lewis' slow hop to the third sacker. 
— Lewis was safe at first hut Miller 
'7_~ She: "So you are a printer." was tagged out at the plate while 
He: "Yes, how do you like my type?" i attempting to steal. 
.400 
.000 
.000 
.000 
"T 
The Reynolds Insurance Agency 
Representing The 
Aetna Insurance Company 
and other Strong and Dependable Companies 
"Its a Bad Policy Not to Have a Good One" 
PHONE 962 UPLAND, IND. 
Visit Our Dollar 
Library 
Good Books for All 
Tastes 
PETER PASCOE 
Bookstore Manager 
The University Grocery wishes to express 
its appreciation to the faculty, students, and 
friends for their patronage the past year. 
"We have enjoyed serving you and trust that we may con­
tinue this service in the future." 
i 
- - Mr. and Mrs. Guy Miller 
A. D. Freese & Son 
Printers for The University 
Consult us in all your printing and 
publishing problems. Student publi­
cations, booklets folders, and pro­
grams given careful attention. 
East Washington St. Upland, Ind. j  =  
Horses and Cattle for Sale 
800 HIGH GRADE HERFORD STOCKERS AND FEEDERS. 
COWS, CALVES, YEARLINGS AND TWO YR. OLD STEERS 
AND HEIFERS. GOOD DRAFT AND FARM CHUNKS. 
BROOD MARES, COLTS, MULES. TRUCK AND CARLOAD 
LOTS. WRITE OR WIRE. 
A. L. Neuhart, Fairfield, Iowa 
